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"BE
PREPARED"
T

RAIN I NG for th e future by being prep ared to aid crash survivors, the Air
Explorers of the Honolulu Boy Scout
Council held a week-end encampment to
a dd to th eir knowled ge of jungle survival.
This exp edition was led into a remote
" jungle" sec tion n ear Bellows AFB, Oahu,
after dark, and through USAF and Civil
Air P a trol coordination successfully survived their "bailout." Ac'tually, MANY

AN AIRMAN OWES HIS LIFE TO
EXPERT WOODCRAFT DEVELOPED
THROUGH SCOUTING
I-Searching for their rations which hava
been dropped by parachute into the ruqged
terrain near Bellows AFB, these Air Explo!ers
are learning the methods of rescue and
survival the best way.
2-"That's
Raymond
Squadron,
a lensetic

North , No ' East," points
L. Perry, of Fourth Air
as he demonstrates the
compass before starting a
ing problem.

T/
Rescu e
use of
sea rch-

3-The first important task upon landing
is care of the " wounded." These first-aid
teams are working on "patients" preoared
by Mr. Milt Allen, Scout Executive , throu_gh
the medium of theatrical makeu p.
4-"Here it is , gang. We Eat!!" The food
rations have been found and will be brough t
back to camp along with the parachute,
which will be used as emergency equipm ent
{Te pee Shelter, etc. ) .

3

5-Back in camp , the Air Explorers dig
into a well balanced diet of C -4 rations.
Although not as tasty as their Mom's sp ecials, these hungry lads agreed they'd scout
the hills for chow like that anytime .

5

Along with newly d esigned flying clothing from AMC, which is
being tested at the same time as the Stratojet, Col. Paul W. Tibbets,
WIBAC Project Officer, wears a helmet "built" from a plastic
pattern previously molded to his head .

IN DAYS OF aviation's yore wh en a lot of "flying
machine" hard landings seem ed to be the rule rather
than the exception, a goodly number of daring young
men went forever into the wild blue yonder for the
simple reason that they were literally tossed onto their
heads from a more or less p recarious perch when "The
Thing" came down to a sudden, screeching halt.
Logically, some people began to realize that if this
'119fanding technique was to be followed, the human skull
needed more protection than a golfing cap and as early

A

The first "Hard Hat," a pneumatic helmet, was developed around
1912 "when pilots often lit on their heads" in landing crashes.
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as 1912 a skull-saving program was launched. First, the
fly boys wore the early football h elmet. Then came the
development of a pneumatic safety-helmet, which resembled the H ard Hats of today. Then there followed
several crash landings wherein the pilots landed on their
noggins, picked themselves up, albeit groggily, and
staggered away from the wreck. The evolution of the
hard hat was under way.
Now, 39 years later, th e H a rd Hat is still having its
ups and downs, so to sp eak, and the USAF has boiled
the skull-protection problem down to two helmets : The
familiar P-lA, and the Toptex, which is appearing here
a nd there. The P-lA is a development of the Clothing
and Equipment Bran ch of the AeroMed Lab and first
saw ervice sometim e in 1946. D esignated the P-1 , the
h elmet was later modified into the P-lA.
The Toptex helmet is an outgrowth of work started
originally to find better protection for football players
and subsequently led to the development of the present
helmet.
Both helmets offer the best available protection today
for USAF pilots, but the big problem is for still further
improvements, not only in the evolution of Hard Hats,
but for other protective clothing and flying gear, as
well. Safety research continues to seek better materials
- for the ultimate in shock a bsorbing principles applicable to protective h elmets. Meanwhile, for the best in
safety, today's pilots must continue to pay close attention to correct fittings and proper adjustments of the
Hard Hats-which can save a h eadache or a life. ·
No, he hasn 't been scalped, Lt. Col. Richard C. Neeley, ATRC
Liaison Officer at Project WIBAC {B-47 service test). has a w~~m
softened plastic shell molded to his head for a custom fitting of
a Toptex protective helmet. When fitted, the shell is hardened. by
cooling, measured and sent to the helmet company as a mold
from which a "hard hat"_will be made.

Personal Equipment Specialists are Trained at
Chanute AFB to Help Air Crews Survive Emergencies

By Capt. Donald E. McCulloch, Flying Safety Officer and Vernon Martin, Chief Instructor
Personal Equipment School, Chanute AFB, Illinois
A USAF BOMBER droned under murky clouds, low over
the Pacific, its crew occupied by their various duties.
Suddenly the steady pulsations of the engines were interrupted by a loud explosion. Fire streamed back from
the nacelle of the No. 3 engine, and attempts by the
crew to extinguish the blaze were fruitless. As the fire
grew in intensity, there was no confusion because each
crewman was well versed in his particular duties under
emergency conditions. In the ensuing minutes, proper
use of personal equipment saved all aboard. The plane
was ditched, and every man accounted for in the life rafts.
This could have been another story, "Bomber disappears-all aboard believed lost," had the crew not properly utilized the equipment provided for such emergencies, or had the equipment been improperly maintained.
Best utilization of life saving equipment is assured by
having trained personnel at every Air Force installation
to brief air crews on the how and when and why of
emergency equipment. The men and women who deal
in survival gear are known at every base as personal
equipment technicians. They are the people who periodically inspect and pack parachutes-the one-way elevator which must be ever ready to bring an airman safely
back to earth to live and to fly again.
Parachutes, important as they are, however, are only
one part of the stock of life-saving equipment which the
personal equipment technician handles. When a parachute brings a man down to soft ground near a town or
a farm house, his worries may be over. But, unfortunately, emergency jumps are not made over picked locations. When the time to "hit the silk" arrives, there is
no choice as to where to jump. But fortunately, there
have been untold hours of preparation for survival
which is sequel to a jump.
Personal equipment technicians have inspected and
packed life rafts for over-water flights. They have
stocked these rafts with emergency food provisions,
signal equipment, equipment for converting ocean water
into drinking water, and booklets of reminders to help
survivors remain survivors.
Flights over wasteland areas are outfitted with the
special equipment that may be necessary to help keep
8

a man alive and to start him on his way back to civilization and home. Special tents, special saws for building
snow houses, instructions as to the best kind of native
food in the area, carefully designed emergency clothing
-all these and more fall within the province of the personal equipment specialist. It is his job and mission
provide flight crews with the equipment they might
need, and to thoroughly indoctrinate the men whom he
serves in the efficient use of this equipment.
No less important, and more frequently used, is the
oxygen mask and bail-out equipment which make reality
out of the dreams of years ago for survival at high
altitudes.
The knowledge which personal equipment specialists
must have is wide. Their technical skills must be .deeply
ingrained. Their sense of responsibility must be sincere
-for these men can never say, "Bring it back for a new
one if it doesn't work." It's got to work-every time.
The know-how to make everything work every time
begins at Chanute Air Force Base, grand daddy of all
Air Force technical schools. As early as 1919, shortly
after the first man-carrying parachutes proved their life-
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Proper fit is not only a matter of comfort, it also means survival.
Trainees learn to fit and test oxyqen equipment.

FLYING SAFETY
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saving capabilities, a school was establi hed at Chanute
to train riggers in the intricacies of inspection and maintenance of this equipm ent. Students packed and serviced
the parachutes, and then, a a final test of their profici ency, performed actual jumps. In 1939 the first regiment of m en and officers were trained at Chanute to
become the nucleus of the Paratrooper School at Ft.
Benning.
During the expansion of the Air Force, prior to and
during World War II, many other life-saving devices
were introduced into the personal equipment program.
As such items as life rafts, the "Mae W est," cargo and
aerial delivery type parachutes, an d innumerable item
of clothing and survival equipment made their appearance, the School at Chanute was expanded.

-

-

The School now has three phases of in truction with
complete training for qualification in MOS 609 (Leather
a nd Canva Technician ), MOS 620 (Parachute T echnician ), and MOS 594 (Personal Equipment T echnician ).
he graduate is qualified in any one of these military
specialties. To qualify, the student has maintained flying
clothing; in pected, packed, and maintained man-carrying, aerial delivery, cargo, and deceleration type parachutes; inspected and serviced life raft and vests; fitted,
tested, and serviced o:\.')'gen kits; inspected and mainta ined electrically-heated flying clothing and anti-G
suits, h as been indoctrinated in survival a nd has been
taught briefing procedure for all personal equipment
and its use.

Chanute AFB trainees lea rn the dual method of packing parachutes (above) and how to perform periodic inspections lbelci.w J.

The extent to which th skills of these trained technicians are utilized by units to which they subsequen tly
are assigned, measures the success of the program. ot
only are the e skills designed to save lives in case of
emergencies, but also contribute to the efficiency of
routine flights.
A life raft requires ma intenance and inspection - it must
inflate quickly and contain proper food and gear for survival.
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Parachute packers don 't have to jump-test their own handi"!ork
as in by-gone years . Now , they fit a dummy for drop testing.
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By WALTER F. GRETHER
Chief, Psychological Branch Aero-Medical Laboratory

YouR ALTIMETER is a n important instrument, and
one which deserves your most careful attention. Not
only is care required in putting in the correct barometric pressure setting, but you must be on guard
particularly against misreading the instrument. The
dangers of misreading the altimeter came out clearly in
a series of studies carried out by the USAF Aero M edical Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
Two investigators, Fitts and Jones, asked several hundred pilots to tell about accidents or near accidents resu lting from misreading of instrumen ts. From these
verbatim pilots' reports many helpful leads were obtained abo ut how aircraft instruments can be improved.
One of the most surprising and significant findings, in
adding up the results, was the number of pilots who reported difficulties in reading the altimeter. In fact, more
pilots reported difficulty m reading the a ltimeter than
any other instrument.
The following pilots' reports are typical :
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cedure, had his wheels down, flaps 30 °, and was
on his final approach. Before he realized what had A
happened, h e flew into the ground about one and one-half miles short of the runway. Luckily he hit
in an open field, bounced, and managed to maintain flying speed. The main gear withstood the
impact, but the nosewh eel was ruined. By expert
piloting, he made a safe landing and ~verte d what
could easily have been a disaster."
It will be noted that in both cases the pilot was exactly 1,000 feet lower than he thought. In other words,
he read the altimeter 1,000 feet too high. In this study
all the pilots lived to tell about their errors, but in how
many similar cases were the pilots less fortunate? To
this question we have no good answer, but almost any
one of the cases in this study could have had the all too
familiar ending- collision with the ground, cause unknown. Flight plans call for 1,000-foot clearance over
the highest terrain en route (2,000 fee t over mountainousA
areas). Under the stress of rough air and instrumen1 9
conditions the pilot m ay read the altimeter 1,000 feet
too high a nd reduce his terrain clearance to zero.

" It was an extremely dark night. My co-pilot was
at the controls. I gave him instructions to ta ke the
plane, a B-25, into the traffic pattern and land. H e
began letting down from an altitude of 4,000 feet.
At 1,000 feet above the ground, I expected him to
level off. In stead, h e kept right on letting down
until I finall y had to take over. His trouble was that
he had misread the altimeter by 1,000 feet. This
incident might seem extremely stupid, but it was
not the first time that I have seen it happen. Pilots
are pushing up plenty of daisies today because they
read tqeir altimeter wrong while letting down on
dark nights."

If more of the facts were known, we would probably
find that many of the mysterious collisions with mountain peaks, or landings short of the runway, were caused
by altimeter reading errors. The Air Force has had no
monopoiy on this type of accident, and a number of
airline crashes similarly cast suspicion on the altimeter.

"A pilot of my bomber group was making practice night ~andings in a B-29. The traffic pattern
was to be 2,500 feet. The field elevation was 1,000
feet. The pilot misread the altimeter and was actually 1,000 feet lower on his traffic pattern than he
th ought h e was. H e went through his landing pro-

On 13 June 1947, an airline DC-4 crashed near Lookout Rock, West Virginia, en route from Pittsburgh to
Washington, D. C. The flight had been cleared by Airway Traffic Control for descent from 7,000 to 2,500 feet,
and was to report leaving each 1,000-foot altitude level.
Appro~ilnate l y 3 minutes after reporting leaving the

The 2,000-foot clearance assumed on IFR flights over
mountains could be lost by a combination of misreading
the altimeter 1,000 feet and by wrong altimeter settings
or effect of orographic lifting on the density of the air.

FLYING

SAFETY

TEST YOURSELFR eading an altim eter ought to be as easy as telling
time, but is it ? S tu dies of th e A ero M edical Laboratory
show that at certain se ttings, th e three-pointer altimeter
is particularly sus'ceptible to reading 1,000 fee t too high.
This is most likely to occur when th e sensitive pointer is
apj;·roaching zero on the scale. At higher altitudes it is
not infrequent that the altim eter is misread by 10,000
feet! One pilot reported that in a descent from high
altitude he took off his oxygen mask to light a cigarette
when he th ought he was at 13,000 feet. His lighter
MARCH ,
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wouldn't work and he didn't f eel right, so he looked at
his altimeter again- it read 23,000 fe et.
T est yourself on the actual photographs of altimeters
above. Writ e your answers in the w hite blocks. Also, jot
down th e barometric settings. ( T est idea suggested by
Flying Magazin e.)
Th e Answers:
·z9·gz puv ozo'ez- L
.' f7L'6Z puv Of79' f7E:-9
.' oo·os puv OZf/9z- 9
.' [[;"6Z puv OE:E:'E:l-E:
.' l9"6Z puv OOL'OT- f7
.' zo·os puv 080'9[- [
·'E:9"8Z puv .096'E: z- z
II

suitable for presenting altitude, were tested. Included
was the present three-pointer altimeter. R esults for 97
USAF pilots on three of the more interesting instrum ents are shown in Figure 1. It will be noted that fo r
the conventional three-pointer altimeter 11. 7 per cent of
all readings were in error by 1,000 feet or more.
A further analysis of the data showed that a t certain
settings, the three-pointer altimeter is particula rly susceptible to reading 1,000 feet too high. This is most
likely to occur when the sensitive pointer is approaching
zero on the scale, as shown in Figure 2. On the p articular setting shown , 11 out of the 97 pilots erroneously
read the setting as 14,960 feet.

FIGURE I
Speed and accuracy of reading altitude from three types of indicator-97 USAF pilots made 12 rea ding s on each instrument.

Why are these 1,000-foot errors made? In the first
place, the sensitive 100-foot pointer makes one revolution for every 1,000-foot change in altitude. Therefore,
if only the 1,000-foot pointer is read carefully, the reading is likely to be off by some multiple of 1,000 feet.
The second source of error is illustrated in Figure 2. The
1,000-foot pointer is pointing to the 4 on the scale, but
to read the setting correqly, it must be read as 3
3,000 feet. The error comes from reading the 1,000-f<9
pointer to the n earest number, when it should be read
to the next lower number.

a

This apparently is the most hazardous type of error
that pilots make in flight, particularly while letting down
under instrument conditions. Some of our unexplained
collisions with mountain tops could easily have happened
in this way.

FIGURE 2
Illustratio n of 1,000-foot error in reading altimeter. Eleven
out of 97 pilots read th is setti ng as 14,960 feet.

3,000-foot level, with no report of having left the 2,000foot level, the aircraft struck the mountain ridge a t
1,425 feet. In all probability the pilot, who was thoroughly familia r with the route, had mistaken his a ltitude when he reported leaving the 3,000-foot level.
On 12 July 1949, an Airline C-46 crash ed near Chatsworth, California, at an eleva tion of 1 , 8~ 0 feet, while
making an instrument approach to Lockheed Airport at
Burbank. The CAA Instrument Approach procedure
called for an altitude of almost exactly 1,000 feet higher
at this stage of the approach, and the pilot was well
acquainted with the approach procedure. A 1,000-foot
error in reading the altimeter provides the most plausible explanation of why the pilot descended below the
authorized altitude.
A follow-up study a t the Aero Medical Laboratory
by the author cast further light on pilots' difficulties in
reading the altimeter. Nine experimental instruments,
12

From still other studies by Fitts, Jones and Milton,
the pilots' eye movem ents during instrument flying, we
know that pilots spend an average of about four-tenths
of a second each time they ch eck their altimeter. Compare this with the time it took for actual quantitative
reading of this instrument as shown in Figure 1. When
pilots are on instruments the h asty four-tenths-of-asecond look at the altimeter is not long enough to read
this complicated in strument.
As a result of th ese studies of errors in reading altitude, the Air Force h as a new a ltimeter under development. It will u se the indicating principle of the center
in strument in Figure 1, nam ely a combination of a sensitive pointer and a counter. The counter gives altitude
in thousands of feet. The pointer, as on the present instrument, adds the hundreds. Instead of the counter
window being at the top, as in Figure 1, it will be at
the left side. T o provide this new type of presentation,
a new instrument mechanism must be developed and
thoroughly proven.
Until we have an improved altimeter in quantity, a
matter of several years a t best, pilots should be on guard
against the hazard of misreading the present threepointer instrument. The greatest danger is in reading the
1,000-foot pointer too high by exactly 1,000 feet. When
letting down on dark nights and under instrument conditions, this error can be fatal.
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Top left, two "Angels" are ready for mercy m1ss1ons.
Above, wounded and jump casualties await evacuation.

A N E W MERCY MAC HINE, with a war potential, h as
come out of the Korean Theater since July, and the
armed forces are still probing its warlike possibilities,
for they have been far outshadowed by the machine's
rescue prowess.
We are referring to the helicopter, one of the greatest
practical morale-builders to come out of the war. And
to the Gis and to the downed fighter pilot ... it is their
"guardian angel."
Latest available figures show that helicopters h ave
evacuated and/ or rescued over 1,200 critically-wounded
United Nations personnel. The figure represents a total
for the end of the year, for the Air R escue Service of
the USAF, the U.S. Navy and the Marine Corps.

shuttling back and forth from combat area to rear-line
stations, are filling in where the road-blocked vehicles
find it impossible to do the job.

The 3rd Air Rescue Squadron of the Air R escue
Service, using Sikorsky H-5 helicopter , had evacuated
and/ or rescued before N ew Year 195 1, a total of 72 3
soldiers and pilots in Korea. The leading Air R esc ue
'copter pilot has been First Lieutenant Harry C. J effers,
of Newark, Ohio, who has personally evacuated 81
cases, and in one day he evacuated 16 soldiers.
Morale of the GI a nd the fighter pilot (on land and
sea ) is kyrocketing as they see these amazingly maneuverable "eggbeaters" flying back a nd forth overhead .
They know, these GI's (in a terrain where m aneuverability, low-flying and versatility pay off ) that h elicop ters a re evacuating wounded from the front-lin e fox
holes; th a t they are rescuing small pa trol , crash ed jet
pilots; a nd the young soldiers in truck convoys, going
up to the front, they know these Air R escue H-5s a nd
Marine H03S-l s won' t leave them th ere . . . in case
anything happens.
Road-bound ambul ances, jeeps, and tru cks are findin g
the goin g tough in ta ki r:g troops up, a nd in evacua ting
the wounded to rear-line hospital sta tions. H elicopter ,

In at least twelve cases the ARS emergen cy helicopters have gone behind enem y lines to pick up AForce pilots who were forced to bail out in R ed country. In th ese cases, ARS clearly supplied an "extension
on living"- making it possible for the pilots to live and
fight another day.
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The Air Force's 3rd Air R escue Squadron has been
operating continually in Korea, and in many of the
rescues, the critically-wounded might have died, but for
the new mode of tran sportation. They have accomplished many air-sea rescues and behind-enemy-lines
evacuations of fighter pilots.
Several cases have been reported where craft have
returned to base hospitals and it was found that North
Korean bullets had pierced the whirring rotor blades.
Pilots reported that they were unaware the blades had
been hit until they landed.

The air, sea, and ground forces have become highly
dependent upon the Air R escue Service, for through its
aid in providing rapid and unfailing service in any circumstan ce of distress, regardless of location , it exists
"only to save lives."
The ARS in Korea was the first servi ce to evacuate
wounded by h elicopter and give blood tra nsfu sions en
ro ute to rea r- ta tion ho pitals. The crew of the H -5
includes a pa ra trooper m edical corpsma n.
Th e H-5H 'copter is ada pted for this sort of treatment, fo r all litter p a tients are brought inside the h elicopter .. . two in fron t with the pilot a nd one isola ted
in the rear of the pla ne. The wounded, needi ng immedia te a ttention, a re 'coptered back firs t, a nd while
FLYING
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Above and top righ t, as wounded are
loaded , another "cho pper" is on way io
Korean front.
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flying, the medical attendant in the front can administer the blood transfusions.
The helicopters of the ARS also have frequently been
called upon to rush medical supplies, especially blood
plasma, and on occasion have flown doctors a nd m edical personnel men to the scene.
Among the seasoned Air R escue pilots a re Capt.
Ferdinand L. Svore, who won the dubious distinction
of being the first pilot to lose his 'copter when a land
mine exploded under him; Lt. William Evans, Lt.
Harry C. Jeffers, Lt. Myron S. Hancock, Lt. David C.
McDaniel, and Lt. Merle A. Clapsaddle, who recently
rescued a Marine Corps pilot on the Naktong River
front.
On Christmas Eve in Korea, helicopters attached to
A:he U.S. 8th Army H eadquarters snatched 35 United
W'Nations' personnel (all prisoners of war) from behind
enemy lines. Major General Earle E. Partridge, Commander of the Fifth Air Force, made the announcement, following the rescues.
Some new ARS helicopter pilots, headed by Capt.
Harry A. Copsey, of Estes Park, Colorado, made the
perilous mission possible. An observation plane spotted
a sign in the snow between Chorwon and Sarowon,
calling for help. This is on a sector of the front north
of Seoul and north of the 38th parallel.
Each helicopter made four trips to the scene, eight
miles behind enemy lines. There was no report that any
of the rescue planes were molested by enemy fire during
the whole operation.
On the following day (Christmas Day ), Captain
Copsey brought a wounded Air Force ground controller
to safety from the mountains of cen tral Korea, where
he h ad been ambushed by Communist guerrillas on the
previous day.
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The object of Captain Copsey's m1ss10n, Sgt. Paul
H. Winner, was recovering from wounds in the right
leg and shoulder. H e may have died of shock and exhaustion, had it been necessary to bring him out of the
mountains any other way except by helicopter. Capt.
Rich<!-rd B. McVay, operations officer of the Korean
conting~nt, said that the helicopter rescue technique
has been one of the most important developments of
the war.
A case in which two minutes can seem like a lifetime
will not soon be forgotten by a 22-year-old ensign
(William Rau, USN) who had to ditch his Panther
Jet in the cold Korean waters. The pilot was returning
from a combat air patrol over Korea when he crashed
into the sea. The USS Leyte's Sikorsky helicopter was
on the job immediately. In two minutes, Ensign Rau
was back on the deck. "I could hardly believe it was
only two minutes," said Rau, in retrospect, "it seemed
like a lifetime." Because of the weather, the h elicopter
pilot, Lt. Al Monohan, lifted Rau the short distance to
the ship, dangling in the harness at the end of the rescue
hoist.
The Navy's 'copter annals are full of such case histories of helicopter rescue at sea.
The Marines, too, can tell their tales . . . how h elicopters have "brought men back to life" .. . literally.
Capt. Victor Armstrong, who recently returned from
Korea where he personally evacuated over 40 criticallywounded soldiers and downed airmen, said, "I have
never known a time in my life when I have received
such personal satisfaction from a job, as I have from
bringing some of these wounded boys back to the rear
lines. And this goes for the other pilots in our squadron.
I can say truthfully that in every evacuation which we
M arines haYe made- an d there h ave been over 30015

r
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that the wounded, lifted out by helicopters, have been
brought back to life."
Armstrong himself has picked up three downed pilots
behind the enemy lines, two of whom were as far as 90
miles inside the Red lines. He rescued two men behind
enemy lines in the dark of night, with no helicopter
lights.
" In some cases," said Armstrong, "I have loaded on
poor fellows who have been so shot up that their faces
were indistinguishable. I frankly didn't think they had
a chance. But they pulled through. By jeep or truck
over the rough Korean roads, they would have died."
There have been many individual and spectacular
cases involving crashed fighter pilots. There is the case
of Lt. Harold Kinison, an F-51 pilot, downed behind
enemy lines in Korea, who made a spectacular run for
a helicopter and made it to safety. By the time an Air
Force helicopter had arrived to save him, a North Korean with a machine gun was within 10 feet of Kinison.
Boldly running from his hiding spot and lighting a red
flare as he ran, Kinison made the dash for the H-5,
surprising the North Korean so that he failed to fire a
shot. The 'copter by then was in the air and away.
In the most hazardous Marine helicopter rescue recorded to date, Capt. Gene Morrison, USMC, made his
first rescue in the · Korean Theater while hundreds of
Chinese troops were kept at bay by fighter escort.
Morrison picked up a pair of downed fighter pilots east
of Chosin reservoir, where the airmen had waited three
hours in the snow. Protecting fighters kept a troop of
Red cavalry at bay on one side and an estimated 100
Red infantrymen away on the other. Morrison picked
up his men, climbed straight upward to avoid enemy
fire, and later landed his passengers safely.

The Korean War has intensified military interest in
helicopters, and under plans now tentatively approved,
even the Army expects to procure many transport helicopters for use by its own personnel and as integral
parts of its ground units.
New tactics in amphibious assaults and ground warfare are also in the making and helicopters are expected
to play a big part. The first tactical use of helicopters
in combat has been an outstanding success, according
to First Marine Air Wing spokesmen.
Marine helicopters first saw action over the battle
front in southern Korea. They were intended to be used
for artillery spotting and liaison in support of the First
Provisional Marine Brigade, but it has been found that
their employmep.t in combat is practically without limit.
The Navy has used them for mine spotting, artillery
spotting, plane guard duty, air-sea rescue, delivering
mail to the fleet and a myriad of other uses.
Since no airstrip is required for their operation, they
can land at advanced positions, aboard ships at sea, on
m~untain terrain, or wherever the tactical situation rea
quires.
9'
In a statement before the subcommittee of the House
Armed Services Committee, Major General Merwin
Silverthorn, USMC, said, "One of the four big lessons
learned from the Korean War is that the use of the
helicopter is practicable."
The present type of helicopter being used in Korea is
the military modification of the commercial Sikorsky
S-51, a three-passenger craft, which for all the purposes
now desired by the military is grossly inadequate. However, already in production for the Air Force, the Marine Corps and the Navy is the 10-place Sikorsky H-19

The mechs always seem to work under adverse field conditions.
Here, a crew chief begins to remove frost from the helicop,t,e r.

Capt. John B. Shumate, who i:; a medical technician, and the
pilot, Lt. Harry C. Jeffers are typical working team in Korea.
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(Air F orce designation ). And even bigger h elicopters
a re in the mock-up stage.
Marine airmen are particularly anxiou tha t troop
carriers and a sault h elicopters of a la rger capaci ty be
made available as soon as possible.
One M arine Wing comma nder h as m ade this recommendation : "Even a t this early date and :with very
limited experience, many gro und officers in thi s area are
beginning to fore ee th e myriad of tactical situations in
whi ch a helicopter could be su ccessfully employed.
" It is strongly recommen ded that training a nd plan ning in the hip-to-shore movement by heli copter be
continued and that, in addition, the employmen t of the
heli copter after the initi al landing be given mu ch consideration."
Even the men who build the H-5 helicopters used by
MATS' Third Air R escue Squadron in Korea are
amazed at what the versatile "choppers" can and will do.
" Korea wa the first time the h elicopters had really
achlin, Sikorsky technical
been tried," says Harold
representative of Bridgeport, Connecticut. "There was
A ome heli copter operation at the end of World W ar II,
•
uch as with Merrill's M arauders in Burma, and a t
Okinawa and Saipan, but never under combat conditions.
"H eli copters were never designed to go into enemy
fire," he continued. "They don't have a ny armor or
self-sealing gas tanks. We've a ll been surprised at the
ruggednes of the blades of the main rotors. We've h ad
quite a few return to base, with hits. W e've even h ad a
chopper get hit just above the engin e, without knocking it out. The heavy clutch stopped the bull et.
"The Marines an d the R escue Squadron use their
'chopper ' differently. The Marines use them chiefly for

tactical purpose . They move whole command posts by
helicopter. But the Air R escue pi lots com e down into
enemy territory to pi ck up down ed pilots or UN troopers cut off or surrounded by Commie .
"Everything about the h elicopters will have to be reevalua ted," Nachlin aid. " Our biggest problem now is
parts and suppl y- th ere just aren't enough chopper
parts available to send where they a re needed. But, it
has been very intere ting to ee how the higher echelons
h ave been coming in to find out the 'wha ts' and 'whys'
of chopper operation. The general s a nd admiral are
concerned about th e h elicopter. I guess it has sold itself
in the K orean fighting."
Current recommend a tions are for present heli copters
and all future helicopters to be equipped with m etal
rotor blades and se lf- ealing ga oline tanks. The helicopter' only a rmor in the Korean fight has been in the
elem en t of surprise coupled with extrem ely low flying.
There h ave been man y instances of pilots returning with
bullet holes in the rotor blades. But this seemed to make
littl e or n o diffei;-ence. However, protection is needed
around the underbelly or ga tank section.
H elicopters have been used before by the military for
rescue work of pilots downed a t sea, or in wooded or
otherwise ina ccessibl e a reas, but n ever under the conditions they mee t in K orea. They are proving them elve
as valuable weapon s in the R ed area; they have pa ed
their first big test.
But more important, they are saving lives.
And a Lt. G u tave Lueddeke, Marine 'copter pilot,
put it: " On e of th e g reatest contributions th e e things
have made in war, is to morale. Every kid down there
knows that no ma tter what ha ppens, we will g~t him
out if he gets hit."

A 3rd ARS helicopter lands at the Korean front to pick up
a wounded G.I. Minutes later they were off to a hospital.

Wounded Marine is strapped in carrier attached alo ngside a
Marine Corps 'Copter for a quick trip to a rear hospitaJ .
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By DONALD Q. PALMER
Hq. AERONAUTICAL CHART SERVICE

IW

Th e hom e- mad e strip chart on th e left,_ o f
WAC ch arts paste d together, would t ak e
yo u from Sa n Diego to Pre squ e Isle, b ut
t he re wouldn 't be room for you a nd t he
17-foot strip in th e cockpit of a jet. T ~ r ee
of the new jet cha rts span th e north ern part
of t he Unite d Stat e s and thre e the southern .
Wh ere 40 WAC c harts are re quired , six
jet cha rts do th e job, a nd th e jet p_i lo t
is not confuse d by data which he has no
time t o re ad . Revers e si d e of new charts
provid es airways and radio information.
18

"GIVE A MAN A HORSE h e can
ride," says the old song. In the Air
Force it's "Give a man a plane he
can fly." But, there's more to it:
" G ive him the charts that h elp him
to fly." And more, "The right kind
of ch arts for the type of p lane that
h e flies."
If h e pilots a jet, he doesn' t want
the navigation and the instrument
approach and letdown cha rts that
the slower, lower-flying aircraft can
use profitably. H e wants a nd needs
tools of quite a different sort. Providing them is one of the big jobs
of the Air Materiel Command's
Aerona utical Chart Service.
Today, when a new, exp erimental
series of jet navigation charts enables a pilot to navigate the breadth
of the United States with only three
of them , Jet's look back a t the way
it used to be.
There was, for example, the case
of th e B-47 that flew from Moses
Lake, Washington, to Andrews Air
Force Ba e a coupl e of year ago,
with a home-made strip chart which
was approximately 16 feet long.
L earning of this "marathon" ch art,
representatives of the Aeronautical
Chart Service interviewed the pilot
and prepared a " pre-navigated"
chart covering the sam e route for
the return flight. It was only 37
in ches long. Check point , times and
distances were indexed at the top
and bottom, and, in order to confirm
g rou nd positions, actual photographs
were affixed to the chart near the
check point information . The return
trip proved th e chart u eful, but its
important limitation was that it
cou ld not be used if the pi lot
changed his course.
Then there was the flight of the
B-45 from the Los Angele area to

Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.
It flew at 38,000 feet, an altitude at
which a B-45 approaches very closely to mach limitations in airspeed.
There were updrafts and the plane,
p laced on automatic pilot, severaA
times dived back to the desired al9
titude, but in so doing exceeded the
mach limitations. So it was necessary to disengage the automatic pilot
to prevent damage to the aircraft.
Tha t was normal procedure, but
there were complica tions because of
th e charts being used for navigation .
They were World Aeronautical
Chart
(WAC ) at a scale of
1 :1,000,000. A stack of them was
required for the transcontinental
flight, and the p lane was flyin g so
fast tha t it covered each chart in
what eem ed no time at all. Much
of the pilot's time was occupied in
removing the charts from the chart
case and in replacing them. Every
tim e he disengaged the automaticA
pilot h e dropped the charts. TheyW
had to be picked up again, folded
and unfolded, and the WACs are
large charts.
Such a condition could scarcely
be called conducive to the best and
safest flying. The Aeronautical
C hart Service recognized from the
beginning that navigation charts a nd
arrival and letdown charts must be
specially produced to meet the unusual conditions found in jet aviation. It was clear that only the
right tools for the job could make
for efficiency and safety. Study and
experimentation, accomplished in
close coordination with the major jet
commands and with operational jet
units, have resulted in significant advances in jet ch arts, although the
p erfect chart is naturally a goal not
as yet attain ed.
F L YIN G
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It had long been apparent that
several factors were involved. Jet
charts must be small in size because
of the limited cockpit space, especially in the fighters. Navigation
charts must show the ground information which the pilot actually
needs, neither more nor less. The jet
pilot, flying at great speeds and altitudes, does not need and cannot
see some of the detailed ter rain features useful to the navigation of conventional planes. Letdown procedures, o different from those of
slower aircraft, must be specially depicted on charts for aircraf t which,
due to tremendous fuel consumption
at low altitudes, cannot wait around
in the air before making their landings.
Charts small er both in scale and
in size appeared as the likely answer. In July, 1949, twi officers of
Aeronautical Chart Service tried
experiment. F lying in a B-25
m Los Angeles to Washington,
D.C., they decided to navigate with
a very small scale chart, a 1 :5,000,000 planning chart which was not
intended for navigation. The trip
was successfully made, and it was
at once realized that if a B-25, slow
a nd low-flying by jet standards,

t

could navigate with the scantier detail of a planning chart, jet aircraft
certainly could.
Work on the new chart was beg un, and last November a series of
six experimental jet navigation
charts at a scale of 1 :4,377,740, or
exactly one inch to 60 nautical
miles, covering the entire con tinental United States, was issued.
Three of them span the northern
ha lf of the country and three the
southern. Only three, as against 13
WA C s, are required for a flight from
Sa n Diego, California, to Presque
Isle, Maine, or three, as compared
with eight WACs, for a trip from
San Francisco to Washington, D.C.
More than 40 WAC charts are required to cover continental United
States.
Not only the small number but
also the small size of these charts is
a favorabl e factor. They are only
15 Yi by 1B Y2, as compared with the
a pproxima te 29 by 22-inch size of
the WAC charts.
The jet pilot, studying the new
charts, is spared the task of poring
over detail he doesn't need. H e is
not confused by data which he has
no time to read and which would
on ly spell clutter to him. Conversely,

Prior to takeoff, flight leader Capt. James Brooks explains to
wingman Lt. Heckman , the letd own procedure at their destination.
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he does have the information he
requires. Military aerodromes (with
runway patterns shown ), powerful
radio stations, easily identifiable
cities, rivers, lakes, trunk railroad
lines, super-highways and the like
are emphasized. H amlets, small
streams, unimportant roads, airfields
not usable by jets, etc., are not
shown. These charts present a " picture pa ttern," the effort being to
depict the earth's surface as nearly
as possibl e as the jet pilot would see
it. Color is employed in such a way
as to show general ground masses
rather than details. Gradient tints
a nd spot elevation s inform the pilot
of altitudes.
A revolutionary feature of these
charts is the reverse side, where airways and all the radio information
required for use on or off the airways, are depicted. Thus, a single
chart provides all the data needed
by the jet pilot. To keep the navigation aids current, during pre-flight
planning h e need only make corrections thereon, noting changing radio
information as shown by his radio
fricility chart.
A mileage scale is an added feature. First issues of the chart carry
the scale on all edges of the reverse

Radical changes have been made on an experimental basis with
jet letdown charts. This one fits the pilot's coverall pocket.
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side, and the scale i being printed
·on the front also in subseq uent editions. A user may fold the sheet over
and quickly measure any desired
distance.
These ch arts will be produced for
geographical areas other than the
United States as they are required.
One already has been issued, in restricted classification, for the area including Korea and Japan.
Similar radical ch anges h ave been
made on an experimental basis in
the field of the jet arrival letdown
chart. Economy of size and economy
of chart information combined with
clarity and simplicity ch aracterize
the new charts.
In size only 4)12 by 7 inches, as
compared with the standard 8 by
lOY2, they are collected in loose-leaf
J et Pilot's Handbooks, which cover

each of the overseas areas. With
fasteners at the top, they are easily
operated with one hand, and they
fit readily into a leg pocket of the
flying suit, being therefore always
handy. These "one-handed" charts,
developed with the aid of coordination in the field, have found considerable approval overseas. They will
be produced for the United States
when criteria have been established.
Only important information, sufficient to take jet aircraft down safely
from the en route altitude to a position for landing, is shown. For the
first time, the procedure track is
printed heavily in dark blue, a color
which separates this vital information effectively from terrain an d
radio data. That color also is best
either in daylight or under red light.
The back of the chart is an area

chart, usable either for planning or
for diversion to other than an intended aerodrome if necessary.
Jet arrival letdown charts are frequently revised because of rapid
changes in radio information. Speed
of revision is such that a maximum
of seven days is allowed from receipt
of the new information until shipment of the revised chart to its overseas destination. For critical areas
that period is reduced to five days.
"Jet pilots can aid the Aeronautical Chart Service materially to
make these charts better and better,"
said its commander, Col. Paul C.
Schauer. "Their comments on existing charts and their suggestions for
improvements will be of immense assistance in the solution of the charting problems inherent in this new
field."

Navigation charts and arrival and letdown charts must be specially produced to meet the unusual conditions found in jet aviation.
Here Lt. Thomas G . Davis of the 335th Fight ~r Interceptor Squadron, reviews a jet pilot handbook prior to takeoff at Andrews Air Force Base.
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GCl - GCA TEAMWOR K
Hold a Heading and Rate of Descent
And You Have a JET LETDOWN!
By Lt. HUGH J. McLAURIN
Larson AFB, Washington
AN F-82 OF THE 325TH All Weather Group, returning to Larson AFB
from a night weather mission, lost its
range receiver and airborne radar in
a thunderstorm. That was in June,
1950, and the letdown procedure
which was used in this emergency
has been perfected to become SOP
for jet pilots of this Central Washington Air Force Base.
Vectored to Larson by a steer by
Ground Control Interception
C I ) station, the fighter was di•
rected to fly east over an area of
level terrain where he descended in
a series of timed legs of three minutes each until his altimeter indicated five thousand feet.
A heading was then given which
brough t the pilot over Larson AFB.
Failing to become "contact," the
fighter was again directed to the east
and advised to descend inbound. On
the third pass the radar observer directed the descent until the pilot be-
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came "contact" and a successful
landing was made.
GCI has been used in letdowns at
other USAF bases, and it is the same
equipment that monitors and directs
USAF aircraft on approaches and
departures at certain bases in areas
of heavy air traffic. But its successful
use in this emergency at Larson,
without such a proced ure already
established, spurred its local development. Experiments in VFR weather
using F-82's, F-94's a nd F-86's were
conducted over a period of several
months in conjunction with GCA,
resulting in a standardized procedure
as sh own on the accompanying chart.
Constant practice, both in VFR
and I F R conditions, h as produced a
state of proficiency in fighter pilots
an d controllers that is reflected in
the increasing use to which this letdown is being put by the 319th All
Weather Fighter Squadron and the
8lst Fighter Interceptor Group.

A recent mission is typical of the
results obtained from the GCI-GCAFighter pilot team. An F-94, flying
at 33,000 feet, on top, canceled IFR
with Walla Walla radio 100 miles to
the southeast of Larson. Calling the
GCI station ori a channel common
to GCI and GCA he was given a
h eading to Larson. At 75 miles from
Larson he was directed to start descent at 270 knots, 76 per cent, dive
brakes extended . Still in GCI contact
at 20 miles and 3,000 feet he was
picked up by th e GCA search scopes
an d directed to final approach. The
GCA final approach controller took
over at eight m iles, and 17 minutes
after the initial con tact with GCI ,
th e F-94 was taxiing on the ramp
at L arson. H is approach had been .
p lanned and controlled from the
ground- his effort consisted of h olding a heading, an d corttrolling his
aircraft through the descent!

/
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"STAY ON THE BALL"
By ROLAND C. TRAVIS, Ph.D.
Research Psychologist, Directorate of Flight Safety Research
H UMAN NATURE BEING WHAT IT rs, pilots will always
be subjected to personal hazards in their own physical
and mental makeup. D espite the efforts of modern engineering in designing safer aircraft, the vigilance of
maintenance crews in keeping the plane in excellent
flying condition, the adequacy of modern la nding-aid
equipment and person nel, and the over-all safety program s, there remains the pilot with a ll his human propensities and limitations.
M edical and psychological experiments have thrown
much light on the range of many important human
abilities in sensing and reacting to situations and in the
realm of emotions, special skills and p ersonality quirks.
Among these important personal characteristics is vigilance or "keeping-on-the-ball." This factor of alertness
in the pilot is important in all phases of modern flying.
The pilot must sense what is going on and react accordingly.
Alertness means " keeping-on-the-ball" in a manner
satisfactory to the demands of the situation. Alertness
does not mean to maintain a keyed-up tension condition all the time. The latter condition occurs frequently
in the student pilot who is unfamiliar with the plane
and who anticipates possible dangers because of his lack
of proficiency. As proficiency is gained through ground
simulation-training together with short flights, this
keyed-up tension condition is eliminated in most pilots.
The main hazards associated with over-tension are

treme can be maintained very long without disastrous
results. Tension may often be used in a beneficial way.
Indeed, m any pilots with proved safety records attribute
their safety to anticipating major da ngers which might
overta ke them, and to rehearsing how they may avoid
disaster. H ere lies the essential difference which accounts for their safety. Their tension is expressed in a
favora ble way, they are ready for emergencies and they
keep cool in emergencies.
R elaxation m ay also be used in a very favorable way.
After all, relaxation conserves our energies an d if a
relaxed alertness is to be maintained, certain a rtificial
props must be used during long continued monotonous
flights. For example, a lone pilot can shift position aA
postural attitude, however slight, and find it is h elpf; p

• abnormal and excessive drain on the pilot's physiological and emotional reserve
• tendencies to freeze the controls in emergency situations, and
• over-controlling the plane which may be disastrous.
The tensed-up condition usually occurs in the early
stages of learning.
The opposite condition of tenseness, i.e., inalertness,
dozing off, boredom and the like, is just as hazardous
as the tensed-up condition. The auto driver who falls
asleep at the wheel a nd wakes up in the ditch, the
non-vigilant man on watch whose ship is torpedoed,
and the pilot staring dazedly at his instruments and
flying into the side of a mountain are examples of
disasters attributable to inalertness and serious lack of
"keeping-on-the-ball." These a re everyday occurrences
and may happen to anyone. The tendency to doze off
during long continued monotonous tasks is a human
characteristi c which we must accept.
The ideal condition for most effective flying performance is somewhere between a tensed-up condition
and a condition of complete relaxation. Neither ex22
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In roomier planes with pilot and
copilot, occasional change of duty is
highly desirable. If the pilot can get
up and walk around, get a cup of
coffee or a candy bar, this tends to
break up the monotony to a marked
degree. The difficulty with these artificial props is that they must stem
from the pilot's own recognition of
on etting inalertness and his willingness to do som ething about it. Even
his ability to recognize fatigue is
dull ed in Jong continued flights.
Th us, his good intention s may defeat
themselves. Wh at is needed is some
a utomatic proced ure or device which
wi ll tap the energy level of the pilot
a nd warn him of his con dition in a
manner which would be difficult to
ignore.
Such a device has been developed
and is called the "alertn e s india tor," whi ch is an electronic deW:e that picks up and amplifies the
electrical output of the body of the
pilot. The electric curren t is picked
up from the forehead from small
contact tabs in the h elmet. This bioelectric current is fed into high gain
amplifiers, then to an integrating
and triggering circuit which operates a signaling device in the event
the tension level of the pilot falls
below a certain level. A meter in the
output circuit of the amplifier presents a continuous visible indication
of the pilot's tension level so the
pilot knows at all times at what
tension level he is operating.
This devi ce was developed at
A ufts College for the Special D e. rces Center of the Navy · Department. After four year of intensive
research in the laboratory the device was tested in the field on truck
drivers, sub-mariners, radar operators and airmen.
The earl y experiments showed
that alertness status and tension
level were highly associated . As tension level went down, alertness also
went down. Conversely, as tension
level increased reaction time was
qu icker and the man was more actively on-the-ball. This technique of
monitoring the internal workings of
a pilot has widespread application
to problems of performance level in
other occupations and opens new
fields of correlating a m an's energy
output with his performance.
MARCH ,
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ON FOOT
Interrogations of personnel who
bailed out, or crash landed in difficult country during the last war, indicate that the problem of shoes or
footgear caused the most concern.
One of the most repeated and best
bits of advice h eard by airmen before taking off on a mission was
"wear the shoes you will be able to
walk home in." The " Natal" boots,
loafers a nd low cu ts, the cowboy
boots and sandals usually were lost
when the chute opened, a nd the a irm en found themselves without shoes.
The fancy, pigskin-lined boots that
looked so dashing on the ramp rarely
h eld up under the rough usage of
tropical jungles. The soles eparated
from the uppers and the boots shrunk
from being immersed in water.
Survivors had very definite ideas
on this subject and most concu rred
in the high top G I shoes with composition sole as the most practicable.
Leather sole GI's became slick from
jungle dampness and slipped on
rocks. Sneakers were ruled out because thorns and sharp sticks so easily
p enetrated the canvas tops and the
lack of arch supports on a long
walk left the feet in poor condition.
Improvised "shoes" were made
from materials from the p lane and
some of the item s used were tire
casings, the rubber coating of the
fuel tanks, thin sheets of aluminum,
Mae W ests, life jackets, parachute
cases and flying jackets.
The important thing to keep in
mind is that if you wear the most
durable issue shoe and leave the
show-off boot in your footlocker,
you may come out in style in the
event of an emergency. There are
no supply issue points in th e middle
of the jungle or desert to replace
the pair of shoes tha t you have.
Even the best shoes take a beating when you climb over sharp
rocks on mountains, cros coral deposits, wade in streams and swamps,
or in salt water along a beach. Then
if you stick your shoes practically
in a fire at night, it is not going
to promote longevity in them. The

tenderfoot will place a pair of shoe
almost in or on a fire in order to
dry them, not realizing that one
hour of this type of h eat is as bad
for the shoes as a whole day of hiking over rough rocks.
Before you sleep after wet travel,
always remove yo ur shoes a nd dry
them sensibly. This can be d.o ne by
placing a couple of stakes in the
ground and h a nging the shoes on
them, upside down . This method
also will discourage scorpions or
other insects from crawling into th e
shoes a nd allow the p erspira tion to
d ry out. In the event you are in
danger of immediate detection behind enem y lines and can't stop to
remove and dry your shoes, it is
wise to take off the shoes one at a
time, wipe the insides as clean as
possible with a handke rchief or
your shirt tail, and if water is available, wash your feet and put the
shoes on, lacing the shoestrings
loosely.
On the dese rt, a good leather or
composition sole will protect one's
feet from gravel and bunch grass
covered surfaces. Gen erally, loose
trouser legs will be more comfortable
th an improvised wraps or puttees in
summer.
Sa nd dune areas can be crossed
barefoot in cool weather but in hot
summer weather any desert surface
will burn the soles of your feet unless you are a professional fire
walker. The average man will sink
down in the sand less than an inch
when walking across dunes ba refooted or with shoes. Sand does slow
o ne's speed somewhat compared to
the level plains but it is not a particu lar handicap when one becomes
accustomed to it. N either is it a condition requiring elaborate preparations for keeping sand out of one's
shoes, as some survival literature
would indicate.
R emember the civilized man's foot
is tender and sometimes it is his only
mode of transportation. Take care
of those " dawgs" and they will take
care of you.
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UNANNOUNCED
DEPARTURE

THE LEFT ENGINE of the B-26 began backfiring a nd
cutting out. A few seconds la ter the plane entered a
steep turn to the right and started a gentle dive toward
the ground. It descended through 2,000 feet of clouds
and broke into the clear at 3,000 feet, and still the pl ane
continued in its gentle dive toward the earth.
All this time the p assenger in the rear compartment
was trying to contact the pilot so h e could find out
what was h appening. The pl ane continued to lose altitude and when the altimeter in his compartment read
900 feet, the passenger h ad h ad enough. H e was convinced that the crew had bailed out, left him caged up
in the back of the plane, a nd that the B-26 was h eaded
for destruction.
The passenger bailed out.
A few minutes la ter the pilot landed the plane sa fely
at the base h e had dep arted, after a flight of only onehalf hour.
The pilot h ad cl eared iur an IFR fli ght of several
24

hundred miles and h ad leveled off at 6,000 feet on top
of a cloud layer just a few minutes after takeoff.
Shortly thereafter, the left engine started backfiring and
the carburetor air temperature rose to 150 °. This was
corrected through use of throttle, mixture control and
manipulation of the carburetor h eat door. The temperature dropped toward normal and the engine smoothed
out ; however, the pilot decided to abort the flight,
since continuing involved considerable instrument
weather.
H e obtained clearance to tum a round and make a
letdown through the cloud layer toward his base. And
he did just this.
But the p assenger, who, by the way, was a non-flying
officer, h ad no knowledge of this. All h e knew was that
the left engine appeared to be giving trouble, that the
plane made what h e thought was a sh arp turn of about
360 °, and that a rapid descent followed- during whi ch
the airspeed built up from 210 to 270 mph . And on top
of this, h e was unable to contact the pilot on the interphone. You can't blame him if h e felt pretty neglected
and lonely.
•
Back on the ground after the flight, the interpho
system of the B-26 was found to be op erating as it
should . Questioning of all p ersons involved disclosed
tha t it was probable the passenger did not operate the
interphone properly. WHY ? No doubt because h e was
not ad equately briefed on its operation.
T axiing out toward takeoff, the pilot could h ave
made a communications check with his passenger. H e
didn't. Wh en th e decision was m ade to turn around and
return to base, h e could have informed his passenger.
H e didn't. H e should have advised the passenger to
prepare for ]anding as h e entered the traffic pattern .
H e didn' t.
In fact, the first time the pilot knew the passenger
was gone was when h e started looking for him after the
B-26 was parked. The copilot, in his sta tement regardin g th e incident, sta ted that the passenger's "departu.
from th e aircraft was un announ ced ," tha t he "gave n
indi cation of his intention to leave th e aircra ft. "
Obviously, the passenger didn't know how to m ake
uch an announ cem ent.
A little prying revealed that the pil ot had briefed the
passenger on the operation of the parachute, escape
ha tch , emergency escap e procedure, and h ad told him
to stand by on the interphone. The pilots presumed that
an unidentified airman h ad briefed him on the use of
the interphon e. But this, too, is a responsibility of the
pilot.
The " unannoun ced depa rture" sounds amusing a t
first. But the errors which led up to it a ren' t so funny
a nd similar situations could easily result in fa talities.
Appa rently, though , the parachute briefing was good,
because the p assenger's jump was successful- he called
base opera tions a few minutes after the B-26 landed a nd
asked if they wanted the open ed 'chute returned and
if so, would they send transportation .
FLYING
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Pas senger Briefing
By I st Lt. JOHN A. FULLERTON

514th 'N'eather Recon Squadron
WAR OF A r y NATUR E brings with it variou s problems
a nd incidents which do not n ormally occur- om e seriou , others h umorous, an d often a combina tion of both.
Just such an incident, which h appened to the officers
and airmen of the 514th Weather R econnai sance
Squadron at Andersen AFB, Guam , included the time
they stood up bravely wh ile they listened to girlish,
oops ! ooohs ! ahs ! and ohs! eyeing fre hly-spill ed parachutes in a flight briefin g p rior to a takeoff. But the
squadron was ordered into the tran sport busin ess and
the fli ght was logged as just a nother Korean war support mission.
Lt. Col. Paul S. Bechtel, comm anding offi cer of the
A
th, was informed that th e squadron's C-54 was to
~ for the U nited N a tions. M aj. Arthur R . Brash ear,
operation officer fo r th e 514th, was also informed tha t
he would utilize his fl ying per onn el for this operation.
This new was received with a variety of comments
by the in trepid "Typhoon Ch asers," but these m en who
fly con tantly into the excessive turbulence, swirling
winds and torren tial rains of typhoon , took the n ews
in their regular stride. A cargo support mission was
fl.own on the same day th at the order came down .
All wa p eaceful fo r the fir t few trips, too p eaceful,
in fact. The boys soon became exp erts a t h andling
cargo. They were beginning to look upon them elve as
regular M ATS pilots and crewm embers, with ju tifiable
pride becau e of th eir speedy conversion. It was about
this time th at they learned one thing-th a t is, there are
two types of cargo: "live" and "cra ted."
This time it was live cargo--the loading list consisted
•
30 pa engers, seven of them women. The crewmembers h ad been under the impression, up to then,
that in time of war you were supposed to evacuate
women to cozy-zone command . Apparently, war or
something h ad ch anged .
The women h ad their order and the squadron had
to comply with th em, but th e quadron al o had a set
of Air Force R egula tions. One of these regulations was
60-5, which sta tes: " Occupants of Air Force aircraft
will be equipped with p arachute on all flights, except
as follows: ... " None of the exceptions covered these
operation . So there was the problem. Safety precautions h ad to be maintained regardless of the difficulty
of outfitting seven young ladies with outsized, cumbersome parachutes.
To add to the difficulty, the wom en showed up at
operations wearing dresses in tead of lacks. Even though
their belonging had already been p acked, they were
p er uad ed to retu rn to their quarters and don more
MA R CH ,
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appropria te wearing appa rel. Just to prove that chivalry
was not dead among the pilot of the 5 14th, 1 t Lt.
V erlie U . Green, the airplane commander, waited patiently whil e the change was being made.
V a rious sizes and types of parachutes were tried on
the slack-fitted passengers to obtain a rea onable fit.
R egardless of specific instructions, two of the women
pa engers "yanked at the wrong h andle," and parachute nylon was spread over a large area of the loading ramp-a bit premature for a bailout, but a thrill ing
di play of yards of nylon for the ladies.
After a few more delays, explana tions of all phases
of em ergency procedures-ditching and bailout- were
given and the passengers were at last well indoctrinated.
With everything in order, the aircraft took off.
Although the additional time and effort expended by
the crewmembers was exasp erating, it paid off.
Two hours out of Guam, with nothing but the vast
Pacific beneath, one of the engines caught fire and
reality gave the crewmembers an opportunity to put
into effect the em ergency procedures they had been
preaching.
Everyone followed the emergency instructions. Because they knew wha t to do, there was no pa nic, a nd
the crew flew the aircraft back to Guam for a afe
landing. This, without having been put to the actual
test of a bailout or ditchin g, is a con crete example of
the practical value of a thorough briefing of passengers
before any flight, regardless of ch edule.
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VHF/DF PIN POINT! enjoyed very much the article
"VHF / DF Insurance for Pilots," by
Col. Anthony G. Hunter. (Flying
Safety, January, 1951.) To further
the benefits of this ideal insurance
for pilots I would like to relate some
experimenting done while I was base
operations officer at Forbes AFB,
Topeka, Kansas.
By using the radio compass formula for time out (60 X Time divided
by degree of change) we made this
experiment:
The aircraft I was flying was
given an initial steer follow~d by a
corrective steer. The DF Stat10n then
asked me to make a 90 ° turn to the
left and transmit a tone ; two minutes later another tone was transmitted and the station gave me a
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new steer to the station. By relating
the degree of change between the
two minute transmission, the DF station could give me time out shortly
after I made my second corrective
steer toward his station. For example,
if there were 20 ° change in two minutes, 60 times two minutes divided
by 20 ° ch ange gave six minutes out.
Conversely using ground speed times
two minutes divided by 20 ° change
we found that the aircraft was 18
miles out.
I agree that the time and distance
formulas are plus or minus the effect
of the wind but it is still a closer
position than just a heading. Also,
la ck of suffi cient fuel will preclude
the use of this extra time en route.
If time permits, however, this system will work and give the ground
operator some idea about when the
aircraft will pas overhead and be
prepared to give reciprocal headings.
In our tests at Forbes, the cooperation of everal base pilots were
enlisted and results indicated the
ground station' figures were very
accurate.
I am a strong advocate of DF
procedures and I would like to see
some study put to this m ethod of
giving the pilot time a_nd dista.nce
out if he requests such mformat10n.
Maj. Thomas M. Glassburner
9th Wing Operations Officer
Travis AFB, California

00

Headquarters, Airways and Air
Communications Service, has called
attention to the fact that numerous
accident reports received by AACS
indicate that at some locations it is
the practice of operational flights
and squadrons to return to base in
formation and enter the landing pattern with only the flight leader obtaining landing clearance from the
tower. As a result of this practice,
control tower operators are often un-

able to advise individual aircraft in
the flight of hazardous developments
such a gear not extending, obstructions on the runway, wind changes,
etc.
AACS recommends that flight
leaders advise all elements to change
to tower frequency at the time the
flight is cleared for landing so as to
in sure monitoring of the control
tower frequency by all aircraft in the
landing pattern.

e

MITCHEL LETDOWNWord comes from Mitchel AFB,
New York, that not all pilots attempting standard instrument approaches on the Mitchel. Range arc
making use of the hommg beacon
located on the center line of the instrument runway.
The radio beacon (201 kc's- ident
- M- ) is shown in the Pilot's Handbook of letdown procedures. After
passing the low cone of the Mitchel
R adio Range at prescribed altitude,
the radio compass can be tuned to
the homer and the plane flown directly to it. By the time the radio
compass needle has indicated t&
plane has passed over the be~~
Bartow lights should become v1s.1ble
leading to the runway straight
ahead.

RADIO CHATTERWe have been having considerable
trouble with too much chatter on the
radios at this station. We have, of
course, lectured and preached against
it and it has had some effect but cartoons by 1st Lt. Jack Tippet, _of this
base, have possibly had more effect
than al l the words spoken.
Capt. Frank P. Klotz
Wing Flight Safety Officer
R eese AFB, Texas
(One of the Reese AFB Safety
posters is reproduced on this page.Ed.)
FLYING
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REMOVABLE BLISTER-As a result of
recommendations from the Directorate of
Flight Safety R esearch, the Boeing Airplane Company has designed a removable blister for the re~ compartment of
B-50 airplanes. In a demonstration one
was removed by one man in 25 seconds.
The design, relatively simple, will be
installed on B-50's at an early date.

EXCHANGE

PROGRAM- To effect
better unity, an officer exchange program between the USAF and the RAF
is und erway in Britain and elsewhere.
Each day at a number of British bases,
American pilots lead flights of British
a rers on maneuvers. At the same time,
W ritish experts and technicians hold
command positions with USAF.

• • •
BIG HOP-In a 2400-mile flight from
Travis (formerly Fairfield-Suisun) AFB,
California, to Hickam AFB, Hawaii, an
ARS Grumman SA-16 completed the
longest overwater flight ever made by
the twin-engin e amphibian. Carrying no
special gear for the flight, the modified
SA-16 carried fu el in th e wing floats in
addition to droppable fu el tanks under
each wing.

• • •
FLIGHT PLANS- A new civil flight
plan form will make it easier for pilots
to file flight plans according to a recent
CAA announcement. Flight plans are
now compulsory for civil pilots flying
into or within Air Defense Id entification
Zones. The new form covers VFR, IFR
a ind D efense VFR flight plans, with less
.
nformation required for the VFR flights.

HELICOPTER SURVEYORS-Using a
Bell helicopter, a lead-weighted line and
some ingenuity, Army engineers have
unveiled for the first time th e profile of
the Niagara River bed just above the
Niagara Falls. First accurate soundings
of these waters from the crest of Horseshoe Falls upstream for one mile to the
head of Goat Island have been completed through the use of the helicopter.
The
surveyin g
information
brought out in the long-sought-for
answers will provide ultimately the
means for the preservation of the Falls
and at the same time allow for more
power to be generated by both the
United States and Canada.
MARCH ,
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NEh' ENGINES-USAF has awarded

TARGET FOR LIGHT GUNS- CAA

a contract to the Douglas Aircraft Company for a turbo-prop version of the
C-124 "Globemaster II," h eavy transport aircraft. D esignated the YC-l 24B,
the new plane which is now under construction, will be powered by four YT34-P-1 turbo-prop engines, rated at
5500 hp each. Current C-1 24's are powered by four R -4360 piston engines
rated at 3500 hp each .
Installation of th e new engines is expected to increase the speed, range, payload, rate of climb, and service ceiling
of the plane, and to d ecrease th e takeoff
distance. Oth er new features include
equipping the aircraft with wingtip
heating units for thermal de-icing of the
leading edges of both wings. Use of this
sys tem makes it unnecessary to "bleed "
heat from the engine compressors for
wing d e-icing. The new C-124 will have
a pressurized flight crew compartment to
permit continued operation at higher
and more economical altitudes.

has develop ed a paper target to be used
by its technicia ns in checking airport
control tower light "guns" on th e ground
for accuracy and for setting the sigh ts.
Focusing and sighting theie light "guns"
requires technical skill, and d efinite procedures must be followed. The new targets consist of a cross within a shaded
circle about eight inches in diameter
and can be set up in the average tower
to make it easier for maintenance techn icians to service the guns and keep them
accurate.
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ATOM BOMB TRAINING- SAC has
launched an atom bomb training program for fl yers who may be involved in
flyin g B-36 long-range bomber missions.
According to SAC, the bomb requires
different ground-handling equipment,
different bomb racks and different in flight checking procedures.

ARCTIC

SURVIVAL

TRAINING-

With arrangements being mad e by Headquarters Air Rescue Service and the
2 156th Air Rescue Unit, MacDill Field,
F la., classes have started for the Arctic
Phase of the Land R escue-Survival training at Goose Bay, Labrador. The first
class started th e training last month.

• • •
NAVY

ORDERS

TURBO-PROPS-

The first production order for turboprop engines in the U.S. has been placed
with Allison by th e Navy. The order covers an initial quantity of T 40 engines
which power th e Convair XP5Y and the
Douglas XA2D Skyshark. Th e T40 turbo-prop engine has a guaranteed static
rating of 5500 hp, and it has twin power
sections connected by ex tension shafts to
a reduction gear driving contra-rotating
props. Each power section drives both
prop ellers and for cruise, single power
sections can be d eclu tched to provide improved fuel econom y.

• • •
BRIEFLY

NAVY INTERCEPTOR- Newest Navy
interceptor-the Douglas XF-4D-has
been successfully test flown at Edwards
AFB, Muroc. The XF-4D, resembling a
man ta ray in appearance, with modified
triangle wing and slim protruding nose,
was d esigned to catapult off carrier d ecks
for fast interception of enemy planes
before they can attack fleet or ground
installations.

• • •

EMERGENCY

TRANSMITTER- The

514th W eather R econ Squadron at
Guam has reported th;,t a dropsonde can
be used to transmit emergency messages
when an aircraft's transmitter gives out.
By opening the white wire on the "onoff" switch and the green wire at the
relay, with both exposed when the front
panel is removed, it is possible to key
the transmitter by touching th e chassis
with th e end of the green wire. Dropsonde (AN/AM T-3 ) is the transmitter
used by Air W eather Service.
It is
dropped from a weather reconnaissance
aircraft by parachute.

NOTED- Clarence

Belinn,
Preside nt of Los Angeles Airways, has
predicted that 8-ton transport helicopters
carrying 24 passengers will be operating
in and out of Los Angeles on commuter
schedules in three years . . . CAA is favoring legislation authorizing a $150million pilot training program, but is
waiting for th e views of the Air Force
before formally endorsing such a program
. .. Taking a big step-up in power, the
Douglas A3D attack fighter will become a
turbo-jet plane powered with the new
J-40 engine, in the 10,000-pound thrust
class . . . Th e jet h elicopter is fast becoming a reality with Sikorsky and Hiller
carrying out experim ents with jet-powered rotor systems in addition to the
helicopters currently being tested under
USAF contracts
. . One hundred
ground crewmen and two dozen pilots
took part in the test programs of the
Lockh eed F-94 all-weather fighters that
accomplished in 30 days what would
have required six months of wartime flying. Three F-94's were flown continuously by shifts of pilots with maintenance
men working in round-th e-clock shifts.
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Facts, testimony and conclusions of aircraft
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are fi ctitious.
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Mal sinks fangs into a feast;
Enough for two of him, at least .

A night of pills and mise ry
Follow all this reve lry.

Th ere he sits, fat, ha ppy , dumb,
All tha t's left four bone s, one crumb.
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High altitud e bring s on the bloat
Ma l e nds on fly ing saucer note.

Morning finds him light as leadMan-hole cover for a head .
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